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An Application Specific Routing framework for Wireless
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Abstract— Numerous routing protocols have been proposed
for wireless sensor networks, each of which is highly optimized
for a certain class of traffic, like real time, reliable sense
and disseminate, network reprogramming, energy efficiency and
so on. However, a typical deployment demands an arbitrary
communication pattern that generates multiple traffic types
simultaneously. Arguably, no single routing protocol can com-
pletely cater to a deployment’s various flavors. In this paper,
we propose a dynamic routing framework that can replace the
traditional routing layer with a collection of routing decisions.
We allow application packets to carry a two-bit preamble that
uniquely describes the nature of communication sought for. The
framework dynamically wires the appropriate routing component
from a set of well-defined suite. We conduct extensive simulation
experiments that generates a concurrent mix of different traffic
types – each having its own, and often conflicting, communication
demands. For such an application, we show that we could meet
each traffic types demands for reliability, delay, path distribution,
link losses and congestion losses. We also show that service
differentiation can indeed be met successfully, and practical
deployments can be an imminent reality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various routing protocols for wireless sensor networks have
been proposed: protocols for reliable routing [1], [3], [8], [9],
real time communication [4], [5], [10], energy aware commu-
nication [11], [12], load balanced communication, aggregation
centric approaches [6] and so on to name a few. Each such
protocol typically optimizes a certain set of chosen parameters,
and is claimed to work well for a particular type of network
traffic. This means that a deployment that adopts any given
protocol has to build its entire deployment logic using the
traffic type for which the protocol is optimized. This limits
the possibilities of designing exciting applications built on
top of arbitrary communication patterns. Emerging classes of
applications mostly demand a concurrent mix of various traffic
types to make the deployment meaningful. For example, a
simple application such as habitat monitoring would mostly
demand all of the following activities: periodic network reports
using reliable sense and disseminate, critical real time alerts
when anomaly is detected, aggregation to suppress duplicates,
network reprogramming, and best effort communication to
transfer redundant information. Naturally, no single routing
protocol can sufficiently handle all of the above modes of
communication. One way to overcome this is to replace the
conventional routing layer with a host of possible routing
protocols designed for various traffic types. These protocols

need to be dynamically wired based on specific application
requirements. We let the application describe its nature of com-
munication to the layers beneath, while the routing substrate
dynamically picks the most appropriate routing protocol for
it.

Pressed by scarcity of energy and a need to focus on perfor-
mance, protocols have been developed with little thoughts to
modularity and interoperability. In general, and as Culler et..
at. note [2], a framework for testing, integrating and proposing
protocols is largely missing. Protocols do not see a common
framework where they can both fit in and be evaluated for
direct comparison.

In this paper, we present a unified routing framework that is
easy to deploy and configure. The framework allows applica-
tions to specify, in just two bits, the intention of the packet in
question. The intention of the packet reflects communication
demands in terms of loss-intolerace and delay sensitivity of
data. Our routing framwork replaces the conventional routing
“layer” with a host of protocol decisions for various types of
traffic. With application data publishing its intent, the routing
substrate dynamically rewires itself to select the best com-
ponent protocol to match a packets need. This accommodates
varied and conflicting requirements gracefully. Our framework
is generic enough to seamlessly integrate the other routing
protocols that have been designed for various traffic types. We
previously exposed an outline of a dynamic framework [7],
but an evaluation of such a framework is unknown. This work
provides a brief proof of concept for a dynamic routing layer.

II. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

We add a two bit preamble to the application payload,
and the bits of this preamble are set using two API calls by
the application programmer. These bits describe application
requirements along two lines: delay sensitivity of the pay-
load (real-time/elastic) and criticality of payload (reliable/un-
reliable transmission mode).

As each packet enters the system, the framework examines
the payload preamble (Fig. 1). By a simple lookup of packet
requirements and available protocols, the framework “wires”
a routing decision by selecting appropriate protocols (i.e., R1,
R2, R3, and R4). The component protocols in the framework
share the nodes resource manager and a universal neighbor
lookup table. With necessary fields set (like next hop, trans-
mission cycle etc.), the packet is passed onto the scheduler for
transmission.
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     Application    

      Routing layer

Lower layers of
    the stack

  PHY   PHY

     Application    

R4R1 R2 R3

Basic support from
lower layers

Fig. 1. Overview of the communicating framework. Preamble is decoded to
dynamically decide the most appropriate routing component for a packet.

Real-Time(1)/ Reliable(1)/ Inference
Non-Real-Time(0) Un-Reliable(0)

0 0 Unreliable, non-
Real Time Packet

0 1 Reliable, non Real Time
Packet

1 0 Time Critical
Packet

1 1 Critical Packet

Fig. 2. Combinations of the preamble bits and their inference

A. Preamble: A “ticket” to the system

Most of the approaches to differentiate sensor data are
mostly based on priority alone. We argue that application
data need not to be differentiated on relative importance, but
rather, the differentiating metric should be reflective of the
communication requirements. This can enable protocols at
various layers to optimize their performance to best meet ap-
plication demands. Our two-bit scheme, taken in combination,
characterizes loss and delay intolerance of application data.

Upon an inspection of the preamble bits, many inferences
on the nature and demands of an application can be drawn.
A tabular column listing a set of inferences are as shown
in Fig. 2. For example, periodic beacons would be of type
[0,0], indicating information that is neither time critical nor
demanding reliability. Likewise, real time data [1,0] might be
offered a shorter, less congested path bearing time criticality
in mind. Reliable data [0,1], on the other hand, could be
offered paths with high throughput to prevent retransmission,
or longer paths that lead to balanced load. Reliable traffic could
additionally be tagged for aggregation. An anomalous case
of [1,1], where a packet demands both reliability and time
critical delivery, is interpreted as an urgent packet that needs
to make it to the destination and in a short time duration. In
general, the bits serve a higher purpose: With data becoming
self identifying, application programming is agnostic to the
lower layers of the stack. Since the preambles are not protocol
dependent, the scheme is guaranteed to work even when
the mapping between the preamble and a particular protocol
change over time.

B. Exchanging state information

Since the routing layer is now a collection of possible rout-
ing decisions, each such component protocol would require a
different set of network state information. We build a shared
neighbor table, and we populate this table with a host of
information about each neighbor. A global shared neighbor
table across protocols solves two problems: (i) gracefully
handles conflicting data structure requirements of various pro-
tocols, which eliminate interface assumptions; and (ii) makes
efficient use of limited residential memory. Specifically, we
seek to house the following attributes: (i) One bit for remaining
energy, set to high if more than 75% of battery life is available;
(ii) One bit congestion indicator, set to high if a more than
75% of a nodes transmission queue is full; (iii) Expected
transmission count, which is a ratio of number of beacons
received from a neighbor to the number that should have been
heard from that neighbor. This gives a good indication of link
quality to that neighbor; and, (iv) Shortest path to base station
is a field that advertises the minimum number of hops from
that node to the base station.

At the start of a network, a node enters into its routing
table all beacons that it receives for a maximum of 40 entries.
With every passing beacon interval, the node calculates the
number of missed beacons, and also continues updating other
parameters like congestion, energy, shortest path to sink and
ETX to that node. An entry is evicted if a node has considered
a neighbor for 100 beacon cycles and finds that more than 70
expected beacons are missed (i.e., the estimated link quality to
this neighbor is less than 0.3). Evicted nodes are entered into
a blacklisted pool, where beacons from such nodes are not
considered as potential neighbor table entries for the next 500
beacon intervals. This prevents stale entries reappearing into
the table to be considered for a further 100 beacon cycles,
and provides an opportunity for other potential candidates
in the nodes neighborhood. A node keeps a good blend of
potential neighbors in its table. In effect, it consists of a mix
of neighbors with shorter paths to sink but weak links, nodes
with very strong links but higher hops to base station, and in
general, nodes with varying levels of energy and congestion.
This form of routing also ensures an even distribution of traffic
to various kinds of neighbors instead of a few select neighbors
based on one particular routing cost metric.

C. Decoding the preamble ticket

The bits in the ticket trigger protocol actions on application
data. Refer to the table (Fig. 2) for all possible combinations
of the preamble bits, which are discussed further below:
Preamble bits (0,0): A packet that is not real time, and does not
demand reliability. Such packets could include status updates
to specific destinations, or periodic beacons that are simply
broadcasted to all neighbors. The routing substrate does little
to this packet and forwards it to a particular host or broadcasts
it. The network tries nothing to correct a lost packet and
applies a best effort model to deliver the packet. We refer
to this type of traffic as Type 1.
Preamble bits (0,1): A packet that demands reliability, but can
tolerate delay. This means that a node would retransmit the
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Traffic Type Routing Optimization
Type 1 Anycast packet, avoiding nodes with

congestion and low energy
Type 2 High throughput paths with strong links,

with a minimum link quality of 0.75

Type 3 Shortest path to sink
Type 4 Shortest paths with link quality 0.3 or

higher, and three copies per transmission

Fig. 3. Routing optimizations used for various traffic types

packet if it is lost in transit. Since retransmission are expen-
sive in terms of bandwidth and energy, the routing substrate
identifies neighbors with very strong links, and preferably no
congestion. We refer to this type of traffic as Type 2.
Preamble bits (1,0): A time critical packet, that demands
speedy delivery, but can tolerate loss. Such packets simply
demand short delivery times. Since they are agnostic to
reliability, they exhibit some redundancy since multiple nodes
would be reporting a similar phenomena. The routing protocol
hence tries to ensure minimum delay in transit as it chooses
neighbors with the shortest path to the base station. Since loss
is tolerable, the routing protocol does not differentiate potential
neighbors based on link quality. We refer to this type of traffic
as Type 3.
Preamble bits (1,1): This type of packet is contradictory, since
it demands both reliability as well as speedy delivery. Hence,
the routing module selects shortest paths but sends multiple
copies to thwart link losses. In our implementation, three
copies of the same packet are transmitted. This type of traffic
would be generated in the event of a critical alert, where a
piece of information has to both make it to the destination,
and in as short a time as possible. We refer to this type of
traffic as Type 4.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

To better understand the performance of real world appli-
cations, we generated a synthetic traffic pattern of a typical
deployment. Nodes in the deployment generate data traffic
based on a Poisson process (on a 10% activity interval), and
generate control traffic in a deterministic fashion (at an interval
of 50 secs with random seeds). All traffic are destined for the
sink. The traffic types are evenly mapped onto one of four
classes that we discussed.

A. Profiling delivery ratio: attributing causes of packet loss

Delivery ratio is defined as the fraction of packets received
successfully at the sink to the number generated at the source.
The plot for this is shown in Fig. 4. Delivery ratio decreases
with rising number of nodes. Because of the nature of neighbor
selection, delivery ratio is much higher for reliable traffic
(Type 2), and is surprisingly comparable for critical traffic
which takes shortest paths. Delivery ratio drops significantly
for the other traffic types (Type 1 and 3) with rising number of
nodes. This overall trend indicates that application logic can
be dynamically met.
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Fig. 4. Delivery ratio
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Fig. 5. Congestion loss experienced by various traffic types

Congestion experienced by the various traffic types are
also interesting (Fig. 5). Reliable traffic (Type 2) experiences
maximum congestion losses of all traffic types. This is largely
because of the numerous short hops the packets take, which
maximize chances of encountering congested nodes, especially
closer to the sink. Type 3 traffic, which simply picks shortest
hops, also experiences significant congestion losses.

B. Delay experienced by traffic types

We measure end-to-end delay for the four traffic types
(Fig. 6). Intuitively, delay increases with growing network size.
While reliable traffic (Type 2) witnesses a big jump in delay
values largely because of numerous short hops with long queue
waiting times, the other types of traffic witness delays almost
five magnitudes smaller. Interestingly, critical packets (Type 4)
witness the least delay, yet have delivery ratio’s comparable
to reliable traffic.

C. Path distribution

Finally, we seek to characterize the path length distribution
(Fig. 7) for the traffic types for a case of 1024 nodes in the
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Fig. 6. End to end delay experienced by various traffic types
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Fig. 7. Frequency distribution of path length taken by various traffic types

network. We measured the frequency of selecting a path with a
given hop count. Real time traffic would mostly crowd around
short path lengths, while reliable traffic would tend to pick
long paths to the sink. As shown in the plot , reliable traffic
crowds around 30, while real time traffic is dominant for hop
length of less than 5. It is evident that reliable traffic take many
hops to make it to the sink, while the other traffic types show a
much smaller profile. Critical packets (Type 3) take a slightly
longer route to the sink mostly because they seek short paths
with link estimates of more than 0.3. This is not the case with
real time traffic, which on an average takes shorter number of
hops to destination

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Monolithic protocol per layer has enjoyed immense pop-
ularity in a domain like the Internet, largely because of the
Internet’s end-to-end philosophy coupled with the paradigm of
“dumb“ network core. Differences in networking challenges
between the Internet and sensor networks have been suffi-
ciently emphasized in the past, and it is well established
that end-to-end models do not work very well in sensor
networks. A shift towards a smart network core that can
dynamically switch its behavior and communicate wisely is

the only arguable means to achieve application fidelity and
conserve scarce resources.

Our results firmly establish the fact that traffic in a network
can be differentiated with just two bits, and these bits provide
an excellent insight into the requirements for various traffic
types. With the establishment of such traffic types, it is now
relatively easy to deploy complex and complete deployment
logic, and achieve application fidelity not seen before. As a
basis, we believe this is an excellent starting point to make
deployments practical and meet the stated goals.

On the other hand, we have now exposed a framework into
which protocols can be easily developed and integrated. The
vast breadth of contributions already made in sensor networks
find their right place and recognition in the stack. The fact that
a given protocol can only cater to a particular traffic type is
now utilized by mapping that sort of traffic to the protocol. We
have also shown the co-existence of multiple routing logic, and
their success in carrying out a deployment logic. We conclude
this paper with the hope that the framework promotes synergy,
helps meet deployment logic, and becomes an active platform
for both contributing and testing protocols for sensor networks.
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